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But real incQme declines 
'78-'79 · faculty salaries increase 
By DON TASSONE 
· Alloci.te lcllor 
Faculty.salaries at Xavier for the 
1978-79 academic year contin\led to 
be significantly higher than'those of 
other church-related, four-year uni-
versities, while salary increases here 
for the same period rose slightly 
hjgher than the national average, ac-
cording to a recently published 
report on the economic status of uni-
versity professors. 
The average annual salary for all 
. ranks of Xavier professors stands at 
$21,900, compared to the national 
average of $19,800 for the same 
group · in Xavier's institutional 
category. Xavier's seven percent in-
crease in average faculty salary tops 
the national average by a full one 
percent. 
These figures, as cited in the 
September issue of Academe 
magazine, are on the surface deceiv-
ing, however. For even' tho0gh 
average faculty salaries rose by siit · 
percent from 1977-78 to 1978-79, the 
Consumer Price Indeit for the same 
period rose by 9.4 percent. Thus, 
average sa,laries eitpressed in real 
terms declined by 3.1 percent -
Xavier's by 3.6 percent. 
The report anticipates the 1979~0 
acadeµiic year as one of increasing 
erosion in the real economic position 
of university professors, probably in 
the 4.S to 4.9 percennange. 
Among the causes of earnings 
declines cited are an increase in the 
supply of potential academics; the 
subsequent slackening of demand; 
and. the changed attitude of the 
general public and voters who no 
longer give higher education the 
priority it at,tained in t~e·early or late 
1960's. 
Whatever· the precise cause, 
salaries of university faculty 
members hiive slipped relative to vir-
tually every comparable oc-
cupational group, the report in-
dicated. 
If continued, such declines will br-
ing about some erosion of spirit 
"that is bound to affect the quality of 
performance by faculty members," 
and, as a result, force "individuals to 
cope with relatively lower real 
salaries by seeking other employ-
ment opportunities to supplement 
their incomes,'' according to the 
report. 
One positive note: as compensa-
tion (health insurance, social securi-
ty, workmen's compensation, retire-
ment pension) continues to represent 
a greater part. of contracted salaries 
(17.S percent in 1978-79), Xavier's 
. current average compensation in-
crease is higher than the national 
average. At the same time, Xavier 
offers the most complete benefit 
package available. 
Scholars membership increases 
By MOLLY MASSET have had calculus and wish to take 
_ A19oclml• l!dHor physics. 
The University Scholars Program Somerville admitted that he is 
has seen a significant increase in its not sure why so many freshmen are 
freshman membership thi~_year. Ac-· ... in .. the program this year. One answer 
cording to program ·chairman'Dr. ·. may be.that students are concerned 
James . Somerville, professor of. · ·about grade inflation and realize 
philosophy, there are currently SI that "all things being equal the fact 
freshmen in the program as com- that their tran8cripts say 'Scholars 
pared with 30 freshmen last year. Curriculum' willmakeadifference.~' 
"And," Somerville said, "there are ·· Other possibilities are that 
more people coming to see me about students a~ looking for "more 
getting in almost every day." ·. availability of information" or that 
The Scholars Program is an 
. honors program which offers 
students of any major the opportuni-
ty for a more .intense curricµlum. In 
addition to the university's core 
curricufom, Scholars are 'required to 
take two semesters of calculus, two 
semesters of economics, four upper-
division courses outside their own 
major, one seminar and five HIP 
(High Intensity Program) courses. 
All non-science majors now take 
"The Ascent of Man" for their 
science requirement, unless they 
information about the program has 
reached more people. Somerville 
said he does not think the increase in 
the size of the freshman class was a 
factor. "The freshman class in-
cr~ased about IS% this year. That 
would have ·given us four or five 
more people, but not 20 more." 
Freshmen in the program were in 
the top 2~ of their high school 
class. All members of the program 
must maintain a cumulative average 
of 3.2S. Somerville stressed that this 
is a cumulative average and it is 
possible for students to stay in the 
program even after a 3.0 semester. 
. The grade point average of scholars 
is over 3.5. 
There are currently 119 students in 
the Scholars Program: SI freshmen, 
27 sophomores, 24 juniors and 17 . 
seniors. The small number of seniors 
. is due to a smaller enrollt)lent in that 
class, not from people who have. 
'dropped the program. According to 
. last year's statistics, about 60% ofthe 
Scholars are majodng in some area 
of science. Somerville pointed out 
that this demonstrates that the 
Scholars Program· is not confined to . 
the humanities. · 
T~is year Somerville said he is try-
ing to make sure that the HIP cours-
es are more demanding. He said 
department chairmen have been very 
helpful in this matter. He also stress-
ed that at pre-registration all 
Scholars must have their schedules 
approved by their department 
chairmen and by. ~ither Somerville . 
or Dr. Terry Callan, assistant chair· 
man of the Scholars Program. 
Mid East -lecture series sponsored 
·By TONY B~AMER religion have violently opposed such He claimed that ISrael has no plan 
N~wa Reporter measures, resulting in· a conflict to give the West Bank or Gaza Strip 
Controversy and iruiight made for whi~h Kawasmeh said represents a bacJc to who he feels are its rightful 
an e.xciting lecture as the first of six barrier to pe.ace in the Midd.le.East. occupants, the Palestinians. 
talks dealing with the Middle East "How can the Israelis talk of peace Kawasmeh attacked Begin's peace 
peace process was hosted this past when they are taking our land?" proposal by saying, "Peace is an ac·· 
week by the International Affairs Kawasmeh, a Palestinian, spoke tion, not just a word. How can they 
Program. vehemently of the oppression which call for peace when they do not allow 
On Saturday, September 28, he claims· occurs in the West Bank. full rights and freedom to the 
Xavier. University entertained the "Israe~ is the strongest country in the Palestinians? Eve.ry day more Jews 
. views of Mr. Fahid Kawasmeh, the Middle East. TJtey have used their settle in the West Bank as our land is 
mayor of Hebron a city in the West armies not for protection b.ut to take taken from us in order to establish 
Bank of the Occupied Territory who over 30 percent of our land. these new settlements." 
discussed .. Jewish Settlements in the Whenever we protest these Finally, Kawasmeh pleaded with 
occupied territories". measures, the Israelis merely send iii Americans to re-evaluate their image 
SincetheMiddleEastwaroU967, their armies to b.reak up of the Palestinians and the Palesti-
isr.ael, which is predominately 'demonstrations with force." nian Liberation Organization. "The 
Jewish, has occupied the areas of the Kawasmeh also spoke oof the PLO is the representative of the 
West Bank and the Gaza Strip caus- widespread curfews and· brutality Palestinian people.in their struggle 
ing the ·displacement of some two which he sees occurring every . day to obtain an unoccupied homeland. 
million Palestinian refugees.. between Israeli armies and The real terrorist is the Israeli army 
Kawasmeh contended that the 600,- Palestinians in the West Bank. which beats and imprisons innocent 
000 Palestinians who still occupy the Ka.wasmeh is attempting to insure people as a show of superiority." 
West Bank are finding their rights in Palestinian human rights by convin- * * * 
· Anne Ab81• Pllolo 
Xavier mon1tere (Ann Leubbere and John Bert1ch) prepare for thl1 
year'1 United Appeal/XU Haunted House, to be held on Ledgewood 
Drive, October 27-31. 
Oktoberfest at XU 
Octoberfest II: Vienna will be held at Xavier during the 
weekend of October 19.-21. 
Also known as Xavier Family Day, Oktoberfest will give:· 
parents an. opportunity to visit their sons or daughters on 
-Xavier's campus. . 
According to James E.' Marek, family day chairman, "Fami-
ly Day is a real tradition at Xavier. It has ~en in existence dur-
ing the ti.me our moderator, Father O'Brien has been with 'us. 
You might know that makes it older than Methuselah." 
Family Day activities for this year include: 
· Friday, October 19 












Saturday, 0.ctober 20 . 
Lunch· -Grill will be opened in the University 
Center 
Basketba1l ·exhibition by Xavier team under it's 
new coach 
Xavier Players (A Flea in Her Ear) 
Socce.r - (X.U. vs. Louisville) 
Mass - Bellannine Chapel 
Cocktails - Terrace Room 
Diriner - Main Dining Room 
Band & Singers 
Casino & Dance (BYOB) 
O'Connor Sports Center 
Drawing ($1,000) 
Sunday, October 21 
Champagne Breakfast 
jeopardy as Israel builds Jewish cingAmericanitopressureCongress ·Mr. FranltMcVay;directoroflnter-
settlements next to Palestinian cities to stop supporting Israel with national Affairs Program, said he .. 
in efforts to force the Palestinians to . military and economic aid until they plans to allow other points of views Ann wftaerll- 1111o1o 
assimilate the Israeli culture. The · recognize the Palestinian right to a to be expressed in later lectu~s of XU atudents Mark Bre11ler, Mlk• Stenger and date kffp afloai on the 




.BY KEVIN CORRIGAN 
Qr11lflll ldlt0r 
·~ 
The Xavier University French Club will sponsor a "question and 
answer" aession with the 1978·1979 Fredin Memorial Scholarship 
winners. The session, designed to answer questions of current Fredin· 
Scholarship applicants, will be held on Wednesday, October 24, from 
1:30 to 2:30 p.m. in the OKI Room of the Univenity Center. 
••••• 
On Tuesday, October 16, fro~ noon until I p.m., the T.B. Control 
Center will be in the Xavier University Center Buildi.na administering 
tests for tuben:ulosis. These tests will be administered free of charp. If 
you have not had a recent tuben:ulin teat, take advantqe of thil oppor· 
tunity. 
••••• 
Communities United for Action, a project of the city-wide Coalition 
for Utility Refonn, is looking for people to fill three in-city V.I.S.T.A. 
positions. The focus is on neiahborhood, grau·roots organizing. The · 
sa1ary is $317.00 a month and fringe benefits include training, 
transportation stipend, etc. All penonl on aid to dependent children 
and/ or general relief are eligible .. You must be at least 18 years of age. 
. For more infonnation contact Barbara Buech, 740 Circle Drive, Cin· 
cirinati, Ohio, 45232, (513) 541-4109. 
••• • • • 
Do you want to spend a weekend reflectina on your life as a woman 
of Rrvice in today's society? Do you want to know what called and is 
. still calling women today to dedicate their life to full-time ministry in 
the Church as a Franciscan sister? All those interested are invited to 
come together in a weekend of reflecting and sharina. The retreat wm •. 
be held November 2-4, in Oldenburg, l1,1d. For further details, please 
contact Sister Verlann Major at 861~57 or Sister Nanc'y Meyer, 
Sisters of St. Francis, Oldenburg, Ind. 47036, (812) 934-2475 . 
••••• 
Breen Lodge is offering classes on self defense for women this:. 
semester. The classes start Sunday, October 21 and will run through· 
December9. Timesare from 7-9 p.m. The price for these helpful classes 1 
is $20, but for the first 20 people who sign up, the price is SIS .. The· 
deadline for applications is October 17. For more information, call 
Breen Lodge at 745·3322. · 
••••• 
· · . AnM Alllle llllolo 
Helen Clark, Rick Henglebrolc, Andy Durbin rehearMactlontorU., X.avler Pl•r~n upcoming production, ''A Fl9a In Her 
Ear." The com~ wlll air October 1•21, 25-27, In the Unlvenlty ThNter. · · · · · . 
Players present French farce 
BJ JIM BARTON of shock, shows the letter to his 
The Xavier Players will open their friends Dr. Finache (Dennis 
1979-80 season with a production of Whetlel) and Romain Tournel (An· 
George Feydeau's French comedy A dy Durbin). They decide that the 
Flea In Her Ear. Directed,by Theatre letter was meant for 'f.ournel,a good· 
Profe11or Otto IC vapil, the show will. . lookina rake who has, incidentally, 
be presented on Oct. 19, 21, 25~27 at been trying despera~ly to seduce 
8 p.m., with a special Family Day Yvonne. 
matinee on Oct. 20, at 2 p.m. All per· Here the plot thickens, con· 
formances will be in the University siderably. Lucienne's husband Don 
Center Theatre. · Homenides de Histangua(RayGon-
Preview 
zalez) arrives• seeking an insurance 
policy from Chandel. Instead, he 
.finds the SECat admirer's letters in 
his wife's handwriting. In a jealous 
A Fka In Her Ear is a typical . rage, hesetloffforthelnn,followed 
French comedy..fan:e,. set in 1910 by Chandel and Lucienne. 
Paris. George Feydeau is a recogniz· The Pretty Pussy Inn is the local 
ed master of this genre, and this house of ill repute. It is run by · 
translation by Barnett Shaw cap· FerraillonandOlympe(Chazz Lave· 
tures the loose dialogue and spirit of ly and Karen Riestenberg), who are 
the original script.· The show cop· as eccentric as most of their guests. 
tains enough farcical h~or, slap· They use !l sick old drunkard Bap-
1tick· comedy, mi1taken,identities, tistin (Barry Holland) as a conven-
and ridiculous situations to entertain ient decoy when renting out a room 
everyone. Romantic sub-plots to a couple who'd rather not be 
abound througho11t the play, and no bothered. Also employed at the Inn 
writer is better at this free-wheeling is Poche the porter, who isan exact 
chaos than Feydeau. look·alike for Victor-Emmanuel 
Briefly, this is the plot of the show. Chandel. This only adds to the con· 
Victor· Emmanuel .. Chandel (IUck fusion as everyone mistakes him for 
Henglebrok) is the Paris manager of Victor-Emmanuel, and vice-versa. 
the Boston Life Insurance Co. His The play is brought to its hilarious 
· wife Yvonne (Helen Clark) suspects · conclusion in the third act, when the 
him or- infidelity. ··ffer ·fears are whole improbable truth is finally 
. groundless, of course, but she· is. not revealed; .. .. · · · ·' -" · 
genie, a maid in the Pretty Pussy Inn,. 
and Gil Gigliotti is Rugby, a guest. 
The set for this production was 
designed by Bill Braun, and iti1 both 
simple· and beautiful. The scenes 
capture the elepnce of Chandel'1 
home, along with the crude; gaudy 
Pretty Pussy Inn. Dana Dean 
Braun's costumes show the flavor of 
early twentieth' century Paris per-
fectly. . 
Director Otto K vapil is now in his 
22nd year of directing shows at 
Xavier. He was honored this 
summer with a special presentation 
of Neil Simon's The Good Doctor . 
Mr. IC.vapil has agreed to direct all 
three shows the Playen present this 
year. The other two .are the spring 
musical Some thing's Afoot and Tom 
Stoppard's one-act comedy The 
Real Inspector . Hound,· to be 
presented with Edward Albee's 
American Dream (directed by 
English professor Chuck Bolton.) 
The First Annual Creative Photography Exhibition and Contest is 
now in fulhwing. If you feel that you haw any photo1raph1 that are 
worth notin11 submit them! This is a 1ood chance to show people your 
real talents. The deadline for this contest is October 16 at I p.m. For 
· " to be denied her feelings. With the Others in the cast include Jim Ticket prices are $2.SO for adults, 
Sl.50 for students and children. 
Xavier students are admitted free 
with their I.D.'s. For any further in· 
.. further information, check at the infonnation booth or call either Tom 
· Cutele at x3211, Bill Modic at x3672, or Pea Connelly at x3255. 
••••• 
, Special thanksare in order for Director of Student Activities ~nni1 
. "Salty" Moller and StudentGovernment Social Committee Chairman 
Lisa Wendel for makina the Johnston Boat Party a reality. It should 
become an innual Xavier social event. Thank You! 
••••• 
The Pied Piper is 1ponsoring·a retreat November I and 2 at St. Ed· 
mund's retreat house. Information sheets and 1ign-up1 can be attained 
at the information desk or the cainpus ministry otrice in the University 
Center. 
••••• 
The Xavier University Band will present a miniconcert on the mall 
tomorrow afternoon at 1:30 p.m. This is a good chance to hear the 
beautiful sounds of the band. 
/ ..... . 
Anyone1interested in working on this year's edition of the Haunted 
House should contact either Aruf Luebbers at 891-3733, or John 
Bertsch at x3900. · 
••••• 
Anyone who has signed up for or is interested in taking part in the 
Pre-Law debate this fall is requested to attend a brief organizational 
meeting this Monday, Oct. IS. The meeting will take place at 1:30 in 
·room 223, Hinkle Hall. · 
(, 
••••• 
Anyone interested in being on Financial Board for Student Govern· 
mentor is interested in being on.the Student Activities Budget Board 
should contact either Mark Luebbers at 891-3733, Kathy Falso at 791-; 
86S9 or Kevin Corrigan at x3294. Resumes must be in by Friday, Oc· 
tober 12. • 
••••• 
The 4-East Beasts of Kuhlman Hall will be holding a Rice Krispie 
·treats & brownie sale in front of the grill this afternoon. Don't iet those 
·sweet treats go to waste. 
The Xavier Newa Is the official student 
newspaper of Xavier University. The articles, 
pictures, and format are lhe responsibility of the 
editors and do nol represent the views of the 
administration, !acuity, and sludent body of 
Xavier unless speclllcally stated. AU~<!!torlals_ 
reflect the opinions of Iha majorlly of the 
Editorial Board and do not necess:i'rlly 
help of friend Lucienne (Mary Moy- Burwinkel as ·Camille Chandel, 
nihan), she writes a lett~r to Chandel · Victor-Emmanuel's ·cousin, Etienne 
·from ·"a secret admirer," asking the butler is played by Mike Blanton, 
for a rendezvous at 'The ·Pretty · and his wife Antoinette is Marie 
'Pussy Inn.' Poor Chandel, in a state IC.opson. Annie Fitzpatrick is Eu· 
· formation or reservations, just call 
745-3939 . 
Self.,,defense course offered 
By KATHY·WAYMIRE ....... .....,.., 
Beginning on October 21, Breen 
Lodge is offering Xavier women a 
self-defense program entitled 
,"Women Have the Right to Sur-
vive." This sixteen hour course will 
be presented on Sunday evenings 
from October 21 through December 
9 at the O'Connor Sports Center. In· 
structon for the program are Debbie 
Gardner, a former self-defense in~ 
structor at the Cincinnati Police cordiDB to the Gardnen, teaching 
Academyandcurrentmemberofthe students how to avoid such 
Hamilton County Sherifr1 Depart· situations and to use techniques to · 
ment, and her husband Mike, a Cin· discourage would·beattackersisjust 
cinnati patrolman and fourteen year as valuable. 
karate veteran. Debbie Gardner, who is five feet, 
Their program focuses on attack three inches tall, points outthat size 
prevention as well as actual physical· is itot'important. "Just because I'm 
defense. The bulk of the program is a small I don't want to be thought of as 
drill of basic self-defense skills .. v.ulnerable. I just want a chance, a 
designed to give a victim the chance chance I wouldn't.have not knowing 
to escape an assailant. However, ac· , what to do." · ,., . 
RESEARCH PAPERS 
10,250 on File - All Academic Subjects 
Send $1.00 for your up-to·date, 306-page mairorder catalog. 
ACADEMIC RESEARCH 
P.O. BOX 24873 
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·represent ·the opinion of the student bociy, 
faculty, or admln.lstat1011 of Xavier University. 
The News Is published weekly during the 
school year except during vacation and 
examlnallon periods by Xavier University, 
Clnclnnall, Ohio 45207. Subscriptions are $5.00 
per year. The News, a non·pro!lt organization, 
ls Issued a third class bulk rate permit no. 1275. 
·- ·~· · 
Editor-In-Chief ...........•... Glenn A. Feltz 
! Managing Editor : ........... Robb R. Shrader 
Moderator ................ '. .... John R. Getz 
· Business Manager .... , ......... John Eckert 
Associate Editors ........ Donald P. Tassone 
· · · 'Molly Masset, Sandy Schroeder· 
Sports Editor .................... Joe Jacobs· 
Arts Edllor ..................... Greg Barker 
Grafllll Editor ................ Kevin Corrigan 
Photo Edllor ................... Anne Abate 
During the final sessions, women 
. in the program will have the oppor· 
tunity to demonstrate their newly ac· 
. quired skills. A battered and bruised 
Mike will acknowledge that these 




CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE 
Send now for latest eetalog. 
Thou11nd1 ot tennpaper1 on ell 
1ubJect1. Enclose SS.GO to ciaver 
return po1tage. 
ESSAY SERVICES 
17 Y111119 St., llllte lllCM 
Toronto, OtlWIO, C1n1dl 
M5E 1.11 
(418) 31MS41 
Stall .••.••• Royce Anderson; John Angelllnt, 
Amy Bly, Sandy Carroll. Dave . Cosgrove, 
Margaret Depolre, Joan Geanuracos, "Janet 
Limke, Ken Menkhaua, Biii Modic, Dave Pietras, 
Terry Smith, Cindy Sokolowski, Mary Lynn 
Ratterman, Frank Tafuri, MlkeO'Rlely, Michelle 
Tocorzlc, Jim Vorwald, Marie West, Greg Wych, 
Meg Zink, Barry Holland, Karen Krall, Jim 
Burwinkel, Tony Bramer, Tony Martino, Dave 
• Welsklllle, Mary Beth Moser, ·Merry Jo Falso. · 
Xavier Naw1 
They just don't make them like this anymore 
81 Grea Buller · new location wu sought for it after handle a theatre ... One of the biggest 
A1t1 • lltllftlll-• 1c1• · _ the regretful demise of that land- problems we had was with the lobby space. Upon entering, this detracts from the spaciousness one 
might expect of an older building. 
One result is that those manning the 
concession area have to work extra 
hard to keep things flowing. So while 
the structure may prove quite func-
tional, it lacks the elaborate or-
namentation associated with . the 
architecture of that period. Yet one 
can hardly deny there is an inherent 
beauty that comes with age, and you . 
find yourself making allowances for 
the theatre's shorteomings. 
The scene is a familiar one. You're . mark in 1968. The move necessitated acoustics,'' says Baum. "It was fine 
sitting around on a weekend evening a complete rebuilding of the organ as for the orchestra, but movies have 
and looking for something a little well as modifications to the Emery to . different requirements. It took us six 
different to do. You check out the house. it. The process lasted over monthsbeforeyoucould understand 
entertainment section in the eight years, but as anyone who has what the actors were saying." 
newspaper, and movie ads practical- . been there will tell you, the time and Another drawback is the lack of 
ly scream to get your attention. Yet .------------------------
among all the hype and promotion 
you find a small listing of"Walk-in" 
theatres, and .upon closer inspection 
you'll note an inconspicuous adver-
tisement for the Emery Theatre. You 
may not realit.c it, but you've just 
found that so~ething different. 
What makes the Emery unique? 
Just about everything. First of all, 
it's one of the highest grossing classic 
theatres in the country, not to men-
tion the only one left in CinciMati. 
What that means is they show old 
movies. And what's more important, 
they make it work. 
Manager Fred· Baum would take 
. exception to caWns them .. old" 
movies. For him they are classics, 
. liteially the kind they just don't 
make anymore.. To hear him tell 
it, ..... the movie industry died after 
19SS~- . 
Most likely you've seen them 
before. Boaart saying, .. Herc's look-
ing at you, kid," in Casablanca; Basil 
Rathbone as su.,cr1leuth Sherlock 
Holmes or Marilyn Monroe simply 
looking aorgeous. And you've 
,probably seen them on T.V. But to 
truly appreciate these films it is a 
must to see them on the big screen 
where they belong, and boasting the 
·largest flyable screen in Ohio, the 
Emery is well equipped to do just 
that. 
How has the Emery succccded 
where others have failed? Baum at-
tributes it in general to "the shows 
being properly preicnted." Of im-
portance here is getting good quality 
· prints from distributors. 
Commentary 
"If some guy aives me a poor print, 
I let him know .it. And believe me, 
it'll be awhile before I dealwith him 
again." Taken into account here is 
the fact that Baum tries to deal ex-
clusively with 3Smm .films due to 
their superior qµality. Suffice it to 
say that with 21 years of ex-
perience in the theatre business,. 
. Baum knows what he's doing. 
In addition to the main attraction, 
there are quite a few "accessories" 
worth mentioning. For one, you get 
a cartoon before eve'ry showing. Ad-
mittedly not so long ago that was 
standard procedure,. but when was 
the last time you ·saw one? And 
they're not just cartoons; like the 
movies, they're classics too. An ex-
ample is the Tom & Jerry cartoon I 
had the pleasure of seeing a few 
weeks ago. It was one of their earlier 
ones and had never found its way to 
the boob tube. 
There can be little argument, 
however, that what really makes see-
ing a film at the Emery a treat is hav-
ing the opportunity to hear the 
massive Wurlitzer pipe organ prior 
to each performance. Prev,ously 
housed in the RKO Albee Theaf~~ 
TOP U LllT 
Doctoral student 
needs complete. set 
of WSAI Top 40 Hit 
List for each week 
from 1965 thru 1978 
and will pay $25. for 
the right .to copy. 
Reply to Lynn Stull. 
2111·7517 
Th1111d•y, OclolMr t1, 1171 
. Coming Attractions At 
The Emery Theatre . 
October 14 
October 19, 20, 21 
October 27, 28 · 
November 2, 3, 4 
November 8-17 
November 22,23,24, 2S 
November 30 & 
December 1, 2 
December 7, 8, 9 
December 14, IS 




Carry .on Nurse _ 
Titfield Thunderbolt 
Young Frankenstein.with 
a live magic show· 
Rebecca 
Portrait of Jenny 
Kinas of Comedy-a festival 
of silent film comedies 
Kina Kong 
Mighty Joe Young 
Citizen Kane 
The Third Man 
Singina in the Rain 
An American in Paris 
Hitchcock classics: 
The 39 Steps 
The Lady Vanishes 
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes 
The Hound of the Baskervilles 
The Thief of Baghdad 
The Little Match Girl 
Check the newspaper for exact times of showinas or contact-
thC Emery theatre at 721-2741. Tickets are $2.SO for adults and 
$1.SO for children. · 
Finally, and the hardest to 
describe, is the feeling one gets from 
just being inside. Age takes it toll, 
and the Emery is no exception, The 
plaster has crumbled in places, the 
paint has flaked, and the metal has 
lost some of its original luster. But 
, this place is by no means decaying 
away into anonymity. Thank God 
. for· its sake, it is operated by the 
American Theatre Organ Society, a 
non-profit organiution that is 
solely responsible for all the renova-
tion and restoration done at the 
Emery. It also staffs the theatre on a 
voluntary basis. 
So for those who are intrigued by 
inlaid goldwork or marble, who 
would be interested. in running the 
concession stand or ushering people 
to their seats, or simply want to see 
some classic movies free of charae, 
Fred Baum is always looking for 
more volunteers. Feel free to contact 
him at 721-2741 or simply go to the 
Emery Theatre on 1112 Walnut St. 
They just don't make them like this 
anymore. 
effort were weiI worth it. 
The organ add~ a whole different 
dimension. Under the right 
manipulation, its tremendous power 
can be harnessed to put the audience · 
p.111111111111111.l'.11111111111i11111111111~ 
I . . ·I 
· in various moOds. Its effect can be llS 
diverse as lulling you into a dreamy 
slumber or blasting you till your 
Jl!Srvcs are on end. Regardless of the 
intent, its presence adds one more · 
facet to the overall experience. 
Yet perhaps the most obvious 
feature of the Emery is that it's 72 
years old. While that :conveys a 
nostalgic atmosphere, it can also 
represent a big headache. As Baum 
puts it, with' a touch of sentimentali-
ty, "This place works in spite of 
itself." 
Originally built to accommodate 
the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, 
the building is poorly «iesigned to 
I · . COUPLE OR .I 
I MATURE SINGLE STUDENT I 1 ·to cook lorend gonenlly mOecomlortoble• mlddle-qo Hyde !'lllko•n-.ft now In -I 
.1 . •n convateecence. Chatman of the 801rd of Cl~clnnatl company. I I Light houHkffplng. Live In. 5 day1 a week. Should have car. Outlet 1hould not Inter- I 
I fer• with your1tudle1. Salary $125.00/month. I I My reference• are Father Mulligan, Father Brueggeman and Tim McGonagle or I 
I George Clayton at Huaman Hall. Wiii need youra. · · I ·1 · . Pl•••• call Mn. Betty Smllh at 111-131tlto.•rrenge an lnterrlew. I I_ . . . J ,,.,.,,,,...,.,,,,....,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,.,,.,.,,,,,,,,.,.,..-l 
...... :./ ·~-· 
·wa,ys topayfof ai ... 
Conducting telethons, waiting tables or 
parking cars may not be the only ways to 
help you pay for college; There may be a 
scholarship or grant available that you've 
overlooked. Or it may be as simple as cutting 
back on expenses. Read the next issue of 
Insider and find out. 
through college. And if you need a set of 
wheels to get you around campus, check out 
the sporty Fords for the 80's. 
Lolk ferlc#Y-. Rdl&W'fMl•mlll 
elCll..,ww1111• 141Pr rt& · 
FORD 
FORD DIVISION --
Ford hopes this next issue of Insider will 
give you a "better idea" for paying your way 
Intramural rivalries continue Upcoml~g October Sporta Even.ta 
By ELLEN NURRE 
lporll ""°"" The intramural softball leagues 
finished an eventful third week with 
the Rinky Dints paving the way in 
the only women's division. Karen 
Ohe hit two home runs and Becky 
Milostan contributed another as the 
Rinky Oinks shut out the Critters, 9-
0. The victory leaves the Rinky 
Oinks' record unblemished at 3-0, 
jus.t a game ahead of the Critters who · 
stand ·at 2-1. The 4 East Beasts 
forfeited to 3 East Kuhlman. 
The four men's divisions were 
busy too as the Little Kings re-
mained undefeated by tripping the 
Field Testers, 7-2. Brocks Crocks re-
. mained a game behind by nipping 
the Pit Dwellers, 8.;(). 
In the. Tuesday league, the Ex-
hausted Roosters beat the4 Baggers, 
9-6 and Unele Bill's· Boys defeated 
the Coral Reefers, 18-11. These 
results leave a three-way tie in the 
division as the Roosters, Baggers 
and the Boys all stand at 2-1. 
The Baitbustcrs opened a two 
game lead over the rest of their divi-
sion by running their record to 3-0 by 
bombing One South Brockman, 17-
7. The 2 North Tigers walloped the 
Mad Dogs, 13-4. · 
The Thursday · competition suc-
c\IJDbed to the rain as the Brewers 
and Crowley's remain at 2-0 while 
MHA and the Brawl Brothers bring 
up the rear at 0-2. · 
Flag football . would up its sec-
ond week of games as MLM 
remained in first with an· unblemish-
ed record of 2-0 by beating the 
Animals, 15~. The 4 East Beasts 
knocked off the Beaners, 12~ as 
both those clubs stand at 1-1. 
In the other women's division, the 
Critters remained unbeaten by 
beating the Hairy Buffalo's, 8-0. The 
Rinky Oinks won their first game by 
crushing the "E"-lite, 20-0. 
In the men's divisions, the M~an 
Machine walloped the WVXU All-
Stars, 26-0 and the Physicians edged 
Tuna's Ticklers, 16-14. The Machine· 
remains.the only undefeated team in 
this division with 1 win and 1 bye. 
The Brewers went to 2-0 by maul-
ing the Link Complex, 30-8. There 
was no score turned in on the 69ers-
lrish Mafm contest. 
X swimmers defeated 
Ry MIMI STAUDER 
lteffRepoNf 
Case Western Reserve University 
edpd Xavier last Saturday, 73-57 in 
Xavier's first home swim meet this 
>"W:· 
The Muskies were once again led 
in scoring by Pegy Regan, who 
finished first in the JOO yd. freestyle, 
50 yd. freestyle and tlic 200 yd. 
freestyle. She also combined with 
Mary Kendrick, Lori Rust and Ellen 
Nurre to take a strong 2nd place lead · 
in the 200 yd. freestyle relay. 
Lori Rwt placed first in the 200 
yd. individual medley, 100 yd. 
butterfly and second place in the 50 
yd~ butterfly. Finishin_g fust ·in the. 
500 . yd. freestyle was Mary Ken· 
drick. Maribeth Schaffstein won the 
one-meter diving competition while 
teaming up with Ellie Smith, Nelanie 
Mirande and Mary Ann Kokenge 
for a second place finish in the 200 
yd. medley relay. 
The women's swim team is show- _ 
ing more depth this aeason with solid 
performances by Julie Zoellner in 
the breaststroke and Patty Purdon 
swimmina backstroke. 
Coach Alice Hoffman's 
Musketeers' next meet is Tuesday, 
October 16, at 7 p.m., in the O'Con-




the study guide for 
•••KBi:IAG: Baste 
Concepts and Decla1ona 
by Pride and Ferrell 
Your basal textbook for Principles of Marketing 
• Focuses on key points . 
• Summarizes material 
• Helps prepare for exams 
Contains for ea.ch chapter of the text: A Summary 
True-False Statements• Multiple-Choice Questions 
Comp~etion Exercises• All with answers . 
. Only$6.75 
Get your copy while supply lasts. 
~ Houghton Mifflin 
Dallu, TX '76834 <Jeneva, IL 80134 Hopewell, NJ 08626 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 Boston, KA 0210'7 . ...... 
In the NFC, the Trojans arc 2-0 by 
virtue of a 16-14 win over the Curs-
ed. We Dive·at Five won their first 
game by shutting out the Mutants,· 
22-0. 
12 - Rugby, vs. Notre Dame, away 
J3 - Soccer, vs. Missouri St. Louis, home 6:1S p.m. 
Tennis (women's), vs. Transylvan~. away 1 p.m .. , 
Volleyball vs. Ohio Wesleyan with OSU-Newark, away 
. 11:30 a.m. · · 
Sailing, Toledo regatta The other AFC division saw Pret-
ty go 2-0 after they beat the Brawl 
Brothers, 10-0. J.R.'s beat 1 Phelta• 
Thi, 6-0 for their first win. 
14 - Soccer, vs. Vanderbilt, home S p.m. 
Tennis (women's), vs, Centre, away 11 a.m. 
In the other NFC division, the 
Assassins and Radicals moved their 
records to 2-0 as the Assassins .beat 
the Field Testers, 16-0 and the 
Radicals bombed the Coral Reefers, 
16 - Volleyball, vs. Cedarville, Miami, home .7 p.m. 
19 - Swimming (women's), vs. Mt. Union, Youngstown, 
away 7 p.m. 
Volleyball, Wright State Tour, away 
20 - Sailing, Lakeland Reptta and Women's Regatta at 
28-0. . Ohio Wesleyan · 
Swimming (women's), vs. Cleveland St., away.lOa.m. 
. Tennis (women's), vs. Transylvania, home 11 11.m. 
The last division saw Pi Alpha Phi 
stay on top with their second win of 
the season as they won over the 
Trilobites. Zero's remained a .game 
behind by beating the Stone.Brock 
Rockers. No scores were available 
on those games. 
Soccer, vs. Louisville, home 2 p.m. 
23 - Volleyball, vs. Ohio Dominican, Wittenberg, home 7 
p.m. 
Soccer, vs. Ohio Univ., away 3:30 p.m. 
Sues predicted to win series 
By JOE JACOBS 
ipor11 1c111or · 
The 1979 World Series shapes up 
as an interesting match-up between 
a team that ran away with itJ division 
and one that did not clinch the title 
until the last day of the season. 
The Baltiniore Orioles used a 
stro'1g pitching staff with some 
clutch hitting all year tong in cap-
turing the A,L. East before beating 
the California Angela three games to 
one in the championship playoffs. 
The Pittsburgh Pirates made the 
Cincinnati Reds look like a sandlot 
team in the National LCague play-
offs as they swept the Reds in three 
. Campus Activities 
Thurs. Oct. 11 - Karate Club· - Sports Center - S p.m. 
Fri. Oct. 12 - Ascent of Man Film Series - 77re Grain in 
· the Stone - Alter, Room 9, 1:2S p.m. 
. - Band outdoor mini concert - mall- 1 :30 
p.m. 
Sat. Oct. 13 - Mitsui Fellowship - Fordham - 1 p.m. 
Mon. Oct. 15 - Autumn Holiday - underaraduate - day 
college 
-::-- Community Orchestra- Terrace Room -
U Diversity Center - 7:00 p.m. . 
· - Self Assessment - . Fordham Room -
University Center - 2 p.m, . 
Tues. Oct; 16 - Women's Volleyball Game - XU vs. 
Miami - home - 7 p.m. · 
- Resume workshop - Fordham Room -
University ·Center - 11 a.m. 
- Karate <;:lub - Sports Center - S p.m. 
. . - Midterms begin 
W~d. Oct. 17 - Alumni Council -Terrace Room - Uni-
versit Center - 6 .m. 
games. . . . 
The Orioles will have to get strong 
pitching from Mike Flanagan, Jim 
Palmer and company in· order to 
quiet the hefty hitting of the Buca. 
. Ina.pi rational leader Willie. 
Stargell provides Pittsburgh with 
home run clout from the cleanup 
position and will have to be reckon-
ed with by the Birds. Stargell, at age 
38, is a . settling mftuence in the 
Pittsburgh clubhouse and is the key 
to keeping the team together. 
Baltimore's fiery manager, Earl 
Weaver, is going to need sbme more. 
of that clutch· hitting' from·''Ken 
Singleton and Eddie Murray to be 
able to capture the title. That will be 
a tough task because the Pirate 
mound staff iilenced the Cincinnati 
bats with caae. · · 
This should be a close series that 
could be one of the most' exciting 
ewr played. I feel that the Pirates 
have a little bitmor~ offensive punch 
and this should provide the edge in. 
what could be a seven-game series. 
. 100/o OFF . 
on •11 aervlce •nd INlrll to, 
, x.u. atudenti •nd l•culty 
,with lc14tntlflutlon· cardl. 
- • ;--t ••• 
TYPING. 
Executive Secre-
tary desires typing 
at home. IBM Selec-
tric Typewriter. 
Janet Patton 
1334 Voll Rel. 
Cincinnati 48230· 
232-0282 
XU soccer team loses to EIU 
By JOE JACOBS 
. lpc"'8 l!llllDr 
The Xavier Soccer Team had the 
opportunity to meet the fourth-
ra.nked team in NCAA Division II 
soccer a week. aio Monday af the 
stadium. Eastern Illinois University 
came to the stadium employing tac-
tics that left observers and players 
with a bad taste in their mouths. EIU 
came away with a 2-0 victory over 
the game but overpowered Muskies 
in what was a verypbys~lcontest. 
EIU controlled the midfield play 
continually throughout the first half, 
leaving Xavier with having to play in 
its own ·end of the field during the 
half. Sweeper back MacGarrigan 
played his usual consistent game as 
he stopped a good number of EIU 
shots before they reached goalie 
Tom Kuechly. Some of the action in 
the half involved a lot of stray elbows • 
and cheap pushing tactics by the 
Eastern Illinois squad. Tempers 
were at a high level on both sides as 
XU players were having to ward off 
EIU's abrasive, "intimidating attack 
as well as some questionable calls by 
· the otrtcials. 
There were a couple of CouF, 
players gesturing at the crowd after 
the ejection of the EIU coach 
midway through the · half. The 
referees were losing control of the 
game as they were being badpred by 
the tactics of the Eastern Illinois 
players. 
EIU dug down deep and dented 
the XU nets with a little less than fif-
teen minutes in the first half to take a 
1-0 lead into the locker room. 
More of the same.was wh&nhe 
. fans saw in the second half as players 




By JOHN MUNRO 
. GUiil lteplrler 
· The 1979-80 Xavier cheerleading 
team bas begun practice for this year 
under a new c~ch, Rebecca Prem. 
. Prem, currently . a C.incinnati . 
Bengals cheerleader, bas. been a 
cheerleader for the University of 
Kentucky and Georgetown College, 
also in Kentucky. ' 
She said her goal for the year is to 
develop a more unified team thatcan 
compete on an inter-collesiate level. 
sprawled out on the field at various 
times. The physicalness of the game 
increased so much that. it almost 
looked like a roller derby. 
Eastern Illinois added an .in-
surance goal late in the game for'the 
final count but the· outcome of the 
contest was overshadowed by how 
._the game was played. 
There is no doubt that Eastern Il-
linois bas a talented team that can 
dominate a game but their method in 
going about it against Xavier show· 
ed them as a rather clas11leu team. 
Maybe they felt coming to XU was a 
step dowl) in their caliber.'of com· 
petition. That is· bow it appeared to 
this observer and it would be too· 
soon if the EIU club came back to 
Xavier. 
The effort by the Xavier team_ 
merited a little more notice by the 
Eastern Illinois squad. After thC 
game, harsh words were exchanged 
rather than pleasantries. XU's 
record stood at S-2 going into this 
week's action which featured a game 
at Wright State this past Monday. 
The Muskies return home Saturday 
at 6:15 to!!'~ tht!.'!!~aya tough Uni-
The cheerleaders for this basket· 
ball season . are: seniors Matt 
Sokany, Mike O'Brien, and Don · : 
Dashiell; junior Greg H<_>pkins; . 
sophomores Mike Iannone, Marty 
Endre, Steve Kaitanowski, MaLu : · 
Simon and Katie Montgomery; and 
freshmen Jennifer Andenon, 
Melonie Junker, John Munro, Jen- , . 
nifer Cue and Julie Helle. 1 
EVERYBODY'S RECORDS • · 
RECORDS FOR EVERYBODY 
Including Live Concert Re-
cordings. We also have 
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN'S · 
Biography. Taht's Every-
body's Records, 6106 
Montgomery Rd. (Mont. at 
Ridge) 531-4500. We also 
buy, seli and trade fine 
quality record albums. 
11111 STDIE RDCI llllS 
1 COLLEGE STUDENT 
Improve your grades! Send s·1.00 for 
your up-to-date, 306-page, collegiate · 
research paper catalog. 10,250 papers 
on file. All acadi;mic subjects. · 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, 
'11322 Jdaho Ave. #206Z, 
L.A. CA 9002.S; (213) 477-8226 
,;.;..._,, Octolllr 11, tiff 
versity of Missouri-St: Louil team. 
Then it is back at it on Sunday as 
Vanderbilt comes to the Stadium for 
a s p.m. contest. 
In other fall sports action,. the 
women's voUeyball team took two 
matches last Saturday at Rid 
Grande,defeatingthe home team 16-
14 and 15-13. XU then made it a 
sweep by soundly beating Wooster, 
· 1s-12 and 15-7. 
The women's. swim team had a . 
couple of outstanding individual ef.;. 
forts turned in even though losini to 
Case-Western Reserve, 73-57 at the 
Sports Center last Saturday mor-
ning. Peggy Regan was a triple-
winner in the meet. Lori Rust was a 
winner in two events as she won the 
200 Individual Medley and the 100 
butterfly. 
The volleyball team played Cen-
tral State on Tuesday night at the 
XU Fieldhouse and goes to Ohio 
Wesleyan Saturday morning to take 
on OWU and Ohio St.-Newark. The 
team comes home to take on Cedar-
ville and Miami on Tuesday evening 
at 7 p.m. 
The swim team is idle until Oc-
tober 19 when they take 9n Mt. Un- ... Alla!• "'"' 
ion and Youngstown. ~-XU.!_occer tHm 11 enjoying Ila m_oet exclnn, !9•~n thu1 f•~-
THE STIOH llEWERY COMPANY, DITIOIT, MICHIGAN© 1971 
. ~--;;.-:-.,._ . -·- :---C.~-~ 
• •. c::::> 
"Tom, crying in your beer is one thing ... 
but when it's Stroh' s you've gone too Jar~" 
.·.·g'~· 
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Xavier official: News coverage lacks "fairness".· 
It is not standard News policy 
to-respond in depth to letters to 
·the editor. Due to the serious-
ness of the following leller's con-
tent, however, the News replies in 
on editorial immediately 
succeeding the letter. Tiie letter is 
from Dan Weber,• assistant 
· . athletic director and sports in· · 
formation director of Xavier, in 
response to last week's article and 
editorial dealing with Xavier's 
allocation of singles to its male 
ba.rkltball players. . :;' . \ 
To the Editor; 
It is with dismay and disap-
pointment that I feel that I must 
respond to the Xavier.Newi_'lead 
story as well as editorial of last 
week concerning the housing of 
Xavier basketball pla~a:s and the 
new NCAA rule. 
First, let me say that Dr. Earl 
Kronenberger, the Faculty 
Representative for athletics 
whose duty it is to represent the 
university at all' NCAA 
proceedings and interpret NCAA 
rulings for the university, in con· 
junction with Xavier's athletic 
administrators, has said the 
following: "I firmly believe that 
the .housing situation of our 
basketball pla~rs is totally in ac· 
cord with NCAA policy. As a 
matter of fact, the NCAA rule, 
which unfortunately was quoted 
only in part and out of context, in 
no way refers to the question of 
single or double rooms." 
That the News article totally 
misrepresents. Dr. Kronenber-
ger's viewpoint concerning this 
situation goes without saying. 
Your reporter left out the· key 
word "if" when saying that Kron· 
enberger s_~ted that the problem 
will be handled by the \!Diversity, 
but that he will consult with the 
NCAA in order to obtain a 
definite answer," and "he added 
that he didn't think any punish· 
ment would arise as long as 
Xavier takes steps to rectify the 
situation." .Your article leaves the 
reader with the impression that 
Dr. Kronenberger assumed that 
there is a problem that needs rec-
AftM ...... Photo 
Dan Weber 
, which ii ab10lutely not so. What 
· he said was that "if there were a 
problem, we would certainly try 
to rectify it." However, to repeat, 
Dr. Kronenberpr absolutely 
does not believe this to be the 
case. 
Jn order to underitand the 
issue completely, some in-depth 
research and reading, as well as 
inquiry, should have been done 
by the News staft'. It is too bad for 
your readers, as well as those 
whom you unjustly attacked, that 
you were either incapable of or 
unwilling to go to the necessary 
lengths to allow for a full com· 
prehension of the issue. 
I will now attempt to fill you in 
- better late than never. 'Xavier 
University has been very much in 
accord with the rule you refer to. 
As a matter of fact, Xavier ad· 
ministrators discussed this rule 
before it was voted on in January 
of last year and were then and are 
now very much in favor of it. At 
the NCAA convention, Xavier 
voted for the rule which was 
designed specifically to prevent 
the Juxurous athletic dorms that 
were being built at some schools; 
The dorm that received the inolt 
national publicity and w.S the 
probable cause for the passage of 
the rule is a basketball donnitory 
located at a university not too far 
from here and consisted of the 
following, in addition to private 
rooms for JS players and one 
. manager: · a two-story ·atrium, 
fireplaces at three levels, library 
. and study, living room and patio, 
. dining room and kitchen, resi· 
dent manager's apartment, foµr 
guest suites, meeting and projec· 
tion room, health and sauna 
~oom,' game room and laundry. 
And at a total co.st of $700,~. 
To compare this type ·of lux-
urious, athletes-o'nly housing 
with our housing situation at 
Xavier is ludicrous. Xavier is for 
. the rule because we need the rule 
in order to have a chance to com-
pete with schools who can aft'ord 
·to build such facilities and· we 
strongly back its enforcement, as 
we have neither the intention nor 
the ability io compete in the area · 
of luxurious, athletes-only hous-
ing. . . 
But in making our decision in 
reprd to our action concerning 
the new rule, we took into con-
sideratiQn the historical context 
of the rule, the ent"' wording of 
the rule (including all specific ex· 
amples), and any case inter· 
pretations made by the NCAA. 
since its passage: Unfortunately, 
the Xavier News, in its arrogance, 
acted as self-eppointed judae and 
jury of the rule's meaning and in-
terpretation, although totally 
lacking in background to do so, 
and assumed that we are guilty of 
a violation. 
Let's take a look at the rule-
. the entire rule- as it applies to 
housing benefits. It describes 
those "expressly prohibited prac-
tices" which are: "Special 
-arrangements designed to 
provide a student-athlete, his 
relatives or friends with · extra 
benefits not made available to 
members of the student body in 
seneral or their relatives or other 
friends. Special arrangements 
specifically prohibited include, 
but are not limited to: (vii) 
Material benefits connected with 
on-campus · or off-campus 
student-athletes' housi~g if such 
benefits are not available to the 
student body in general on the 
same basis (e.g. individual televi· 
sion sets and stereo equipment 
specializ~d recreational facilities 
and room furnishings and ap-
pointments of extra quality and 
quantity)." · 
In the rule itself, and in the only 
two case _interpretations issued 
since its passage (which the editor 
did not even know existed), there 
is no mention of the concept of 
single or double rooms. All men-
tions · _· refer to material fur-
nishings, luxurious ap· 
pointments, or special facilities 
such as recreation rooms. But as· 
in all law and rules' interpreta· 
tion, the NCAA is constantly in-
volved in an ongoing proceu of 
~suing specific case rulings for 
specific new · situations. They 
simply have made no ruling what· 
soever on the issue raised by the 
Xavier News. Thoseofuswhoare 
familiar with the NCAA, who 
have studied its rules for years, · 
an~ who have the responsibility 
for inh'rpreting their application 
at. Xavier, have determined that 
we are in evei'y way in compliance 
with this new rule. Should the in-
terpretaiton change some time in 
the future, w~ will absolutely and 
in every way conform to it. 
It is a shame that the Xavier 
Newi has violated so many of the 
canons_ of journalistic ethics in its 
haste to put together a cue 
against university housing 
policies with which it disagrees. 
You have engaged in innuendo in 
your editorial by stating that, 
~Ignorance of the new NCAA 
rule is not a sufficient excuse 
either," without ever supporting 
this conclusion with anythingfac· 
tual. Obviously, Xavier officials 
were not "ignorant .. of the rule. 
Rod Shearer and Earl 
Kronenberger went over it at 
great length with you and your 
staff. It has been discussed by· 
Xavier officials both before and· 
after its passage, and is supported 
by them· as much now as when 
they voted for it. To find all of 
· this out, all you had to do. was 
ask. Then you would not have 
been guility of the total mis-
· representation of .the truth which 
you engaged in by saying, "Both 
Shearer .and Staak should have 
known the rule. Ins their job to. 
become aware· of changes affec~ 
ting the university." O~iously, 
the rule· was. known, and quite 
well, by those at Xavier whose job 
. it is to know such thiilp. The only. 
ignorance in this ca1e was by the 
Xavier News . staff in acting as, 
self-appointed NCAA enforce· 
ment offtcen instead of ethical 
journalists with a commitment to 
the truth instead of an axe to 
grind. 
Your naivete is astonishing. . 
Your· lack of thoroughness in-
credible. Your Jack of fairness 
amazing. And your willingness to 
discard any piece of information 
that does not fit your prec:onceiv· 
ed conclusion bodes ill for the 
credibility of the Xavier Newi for 
the rest of the year. 
You have betra~d · the trust 
placed in you by the Xavier com· 
munity and we are all the Jen 
because of it. Hopefully, your. 
performace will improve through 
the ~ar and you will not continue 
to be dismissed as you were this · 
week by many with any insight 
·into this situation, who com· 
mented, "Well, what did you ex· 
pect of the Xavier News?" 
Personally, I expect much of 
··the Xavier News. I expect you to 
be honest, thorough, fair,· and . 
free from libel, · misreprcsenta· 
tion, innuendo, undocumented. 
allegations, and attacks on. per· 
sonal integrity. I expect the 
Xavier News to take the lead in 
establishing dialogue concerning 
important campus issues Jtnd not 
to lead in unwarranted cheap 
shots and scattergun attacks to 
support whate\rer point of view 
you are pushing at the time. 
And finally, lcxpect you to un- · 
· derstand fully the importance of 
your living up to the highest of 
journalistic standards and 
behavior with a commitment to 
truth, honesty and fairness. 
Dan Weber, 
Assistant Athletic Director 
Sports ~ormation Director 
News: facts. were presented clearly 
In light of the preceding letter 
and a two hour conversation with 
~r. Weber; (prior t~ the above 
letter), I will explain the News' 
side of s(,)ine of the points he ad· 
dresses. 
The News .did not in any way 
willfully attempt to. "misinter· 
pret" Dr. Kronenberger's view-
point. The statement to which . 
Weber refers is unfortunately be-
ing read out of co1:uext of the rest 
of the article. The most important 
sentence, that is, the lead of the 
article explicitly stated that the 
program 'may' be in violation. 
The following sentence 
emphasized that Dr.· 
Kronenberaer "is trying to deter· 
mine .. if there is·a violation. The 
article also said that he would 
consult the NCAA in order "to 
obtain a definite answer." U nfor· 
tunately, Weber interprets the 
word "problem" to mean a viola· 
tion, when in fact, it can only be 
interpreted in context as meaning 
a problem in deciding whether or 
not a violation has oecurred. 
· If the News had wanted to im-
press upon its readers that 
Kronenberger thought there was 
a violation, Ne surely would have 
placed a statement of such 
significance in the lead 
paragraph. 
Weber's allegation that we 
. were "incapable of or unwilling to 
go to the necessary lengths to 
allow for a full comprehension of 
the issue" is simply not true. In 
researching the article, the 
reporter conferred with Becker, 
Staak and Shearer. I also talked 
with Shearer once and, realizing 
our limited knowledge of the sub-
ject, Kronenberger ·on three 
separate occasions. During those 
interviews, we deliberately made 
it a high priority to remain open 
to theiT interpretations and 
knowledge. · 
Kronenberger readily lent me 
his copies of the NCAA constitu-
tion, interpretations and case 
studies. I spent many hour~ 
·reviewing this infonnation in an 
effort to acquaint myself with it 
as thoroughly as possible. 
The News was aware of the new 
rule's historical context . and 
Weber is correct in stating that it 
would be ludicrous to compare 
the situation at Xavier with the 
one at the University of Kentucky 
(the one he refers to as receiving. · 
the most natio~l publicity). That 
is exactly why we did not com· 
pare the two. .. · . 
If Weber means to contend, 
however, that the rule is limited 
to those extreme examples he 
stated, then perhaps he should 
examine t.he wording of the rule 
more carefully. The rule says that 
"Special arrangements specifical· 
ly prohibited include, but are nOI 
limited to: Material benefits ... " 
(I ta lies ours). 
Just because no specific inter· 
pretations of the rule examine the 
concept of single or double room · 
occupancy, as he points out with 
the case interpretations, does not 
mean the NCAA will never make 
such an interpretation. The situa· 
tion · may· never have been 
presented to them because it is 
such a new rule. The entire 
amendment itseJf could not have 
cpinion 
been ·decided on until someone 
·· brought certain arguable lepl 
situations to. the attention of the 
association in the first place. 
Weber also seems to express . 
dissatisfaction with the News' 
edited ver5ion of the rule. A close 
comparison of the entire rule, as 
he presents it above, and the rule 
as quoted in· last week's article 
reveals no significant omissions. 
The edited words read as follows: 
" ... his relatives or friends: .. " 
..... of their relatives or other 
friends ... " (to specify whom the 
rule applies to) and_: · 
" ... individual television sets 
and stereoeqtiipment, specialized 
recreational facilities and ... " 
(to give examples of what the rule 
applies to). 
Those few words do not even 
· apply to the situation discussed in 
the article and-only serve to com· 
plicate the already tedious task of 
interpreting the rule. We fail to· 
see Weber's argument· that we 
should have quoted the rule in its 
entirety. 
Weber's assertion that the 
News is guilty of innuendo is, we 
believe, rash. 
When I stated that "Ignorance 
of the new NCAA rule is not a 
sufficient excuse either," I assum· 
ed that both Shearer and Staak 
did know the rule and that in light 
of that knowledge, neither of 
them could excuse himself as ig· 
norant at any time. We~r is the 
only one, to ·date, to inform me 
that the statement was inter-
preted in this way. If, for some 
reason, either Shearer or Staak · 
did interpret the statement in that 
manner, then I will be glad to per-
sonally apologize for any hurt 
feelings, for that was not my in-
tent. 
Finally, it is our belief that the 
News has not violated any canons 
of responsible j~urnalism. The 
article presented the case factual· 
Jy, and the editorial was ctearly 
marked "opinion." We have done 
'our job. . 
Once again the"News would. 
like to assert its position on 
Xavier's· allocation of singles to 
the basketbaJI players, but with a 
different persjiectiv~. · 
Since the university has ex· 
pressed an added interest in its 
basketball program, we feel 'it is 
imperative that all parties 
·affected be satisfied, most impor-
tantly the student. We have tried 
to reOect a growing dissatisfac· 
tion among the students based on 
complaints we have gat!iered 
about single room for basketball 
players. 
The News feels that any 
attempt to rejuvenate the 
program hail to s~art with a 
positive. attitude within the stu-
dent body. We see the increasing 
animosity as detrimental to 
Xavier's cause. 
We once again call on ad· 
ministrators to re-examine their 
priorities in issuing single rooms 
so that all parties are treated fair· 
ly. Only then can .the university 
· hope toachieve the goals it has set 
forth. -GAF. 
X.vler Newt 
---Mister Rogers-visits Xavier-.. -· --
- ~' . ' ' . 
by GREG WYCH 
Collllllnlll 
It's a beautiful day in the 
neighborhood, a beautiful day in the 
neighbor-would you be mine, would 
you be mine? Let's make the most of 
this . beautiful day. Since we're 
together, we might as well play ... 
could "you be mine, would you be 
mine .. · .Won't you be my neighbor? 
Hi, neighbor! How are you doing? 
around the world. 
I especially like the weekends 
when you nice boys and girls stand in 
.the dormitory halls drinking those 
kegs . of orange juice and lighting up 
. those rolled up packets of incense 
that you just like to pass around and 
hold in. your lips. Then I. like to go 
· up to that florist shop, Dana Gar· 
dens, where all of you boys and girls 
like to congregate late at night. 
Oh look, boys and girls, here com-
es someone from Xavier's Security 
Department. Look, he has a badge 
and a gun and a police ofticer•s hat. I 
wonder if he will let me blow his 
whistle. Hello, Mr. Officer, it's a 
beautiful day in the neighborhood. 
SECURITY: Is your name Rogers? 
·MR. ROGERS: Yes, it is, officer. 
My name is Mr. Rogers, and I just 
like to sit around in this 
neighborhood. My friends call me 
Mr. Rogers. Please call me Mr. 
Rogers. 
SECURITY: Well listen, Rogers, we 
have been getting a lot of com plaints 
about you hanging around here on 
the mall and at Marion Hall. 
MR. ROGERS: ·1 like to go to 
Marion Hall. The boys there ·are 
knitting me a new blue sweater and 
they like to c.ome to my house to feed 
my fish. I have two goldfish, and 
they make these funny faces like ... 
SECURITY: Listen Rogers, you're 
going to have to get out of here. Why 
don't you go hang around over at 
UC? 
MR.. ROGERS: But I like this 
neighborhood, and all of my friends, 
like Father Bob ... 
SECURITY: Yeah, right. Don't you 
work or anything, Rogers? 
MR. ROGERS: No, ljustliketosit 
around here and watch the boys and 
girls go by ... 
SECURITY: 0.K., Rogers, let's go 
for a little walk over to that white car 
'there, and then we'll go for a little 
ride . 
MR. ROGERS: But I just want to sit 
around her and watch my friends. 
SECURITY: C'mon, Rogers, let's 
ali go to Burnett Woods. We'll even 
let you play with the animals there. 
MR.• ROGERS: That sounds like 
fun. I ought to find a lot of good 
friends there. What do you think, 
boys and girls, can you say Burnett 
Woods? .. .I knew you could. 
I just love to be with all of you boys 
and girJs here on this lovely green 
campus of Xavier University. Now is 
such an · excitins time with. the ·in-
tramurals for all of you boys and 
girls to put on your play clothes after 
school and go out and play. Then 
there are the soccer and baseball 
games to· go to and stand up and 
cheer ~t. And then you get to go and 
study at night and learn all kinds of 
things so you c~n grow up and be 
rich and famous. 
Fr. Peters honored for service tO XU 
But I just l_ike to put on my blue 
cardigan .sweater . and tennis shoes 
eyery morning and sit out on the 
mall and. breathe the air and watch 
all of you boys and girhi walk to 
classes with your books and knap-
sacks and I like to watch you throw 
your friSbees. . · · 
J , especially like to talk to my 
friends like Father Bob. I just love to 
go ~own to the Sports Complex and 
wafoh Father Bob swim .around in 
the pool. I also like to go upstairs 
and watch Father Johnny take out 
his frustrations with the Yankees 
playing racquetball. Then I love to 
go to Albers Hall and play with the 
mice and watch Father Peters play 
with the baby chicks. Then-I like to · 
listen to the frogs go "ribbit, ribbit" 
before the physiology s~udents do all 
of those mean and cruel things to 
them. 
I like to eat those nutritional 
lunches ·in the cafeteria and eat 
dinner in Schott Hall with my Jesuit 
friends like.Father Bob and Father . 
Johnny and Father Bill, and listen to 
·.Father Ed talk about his full life of 
\vonderruC exi>eiienees 'from all 
By ROBB SHRADER 
Mlnllllll Editor 
On September 28, a $100:-a-plate 
clinner was held in the University 
Center to help establish the Joseph J. 
Peters, SJ., Scholarship Fund. The 
schblarship fund will be used to !lid 
pre-medicarand pre-dental students 
at Xavier. Nearly 60 doctors and 
dentists, who at one time were taught 
by Peters, attended the banquet. 
Otiainally from Chicago, Fr. 
Peters earned degrees from St. Louis 
University (BA in classics, MA in 
philosophy),. the University of 
Detroit (MS in Biology) and 
Fordham University (PhD in 
Biolosy). He came to Xavier in 1946 
and served as c,hairman from 1947 
until 1968. · · 
"In those.days," Peters said, "the_ 
biology department only occupied 
the top floor of Albers, and there 
were only a few of us to teach." As a 
result · he tausht a substantial 
number of . the courses Xavier 
offered in biology and pre-med. 
Durins this time, and for many 
years to come, Peters devoted con· 
siderable effort to research. He has 
been able to tum out one or two 
papers ann\ially for twenty years 
while maintainins . his . ~ther 
academic obligations. He oeerated 
-----Letter·-· ------
Students call for more soccer support 
· To the Editor: game. Xavier players' handled 
Xavier soccer preserlts a great op- theJnselves well despite the provoca-
portunity which most students have tion of an obnoxious Illinois team. 
failed to take advantage of. The The Illinois coach was thrown out 
team, which is "strivi.na for early in the first half, their players 
Midwestern soccer respectability," were continuously being carded for 
has· certainly gained our respect not dangerous or unfair play, and 
only for their improved pl8ybutalso players shouted offensive comments 
for their positive attitude and good to Xavier fans. Xavier was con-
sportsmanship. trolled and disciplined throughout 
Their .five and two record (as of the game. Xavier may have been out· 
Oct. 1) with victories over such played, but Illinois was def'mitely 
teams as Dayton, Ohio ~tate and · out-c!issed. · 
Notre Dame seenis to foreshadow a · 
good season. With improved passing · Xavier's soccer team presents a 
and ball-handling the Xavier squad positive image of the school and 
is interestins and excitins to watch. deserves more credit·and support. 
The team's attitude and com- Sincerely, 
raderie also iieem to have improved ...__ Mary Frederick 
over previous years. The fans also Beth Jordan 
· are:more supportive and responsive. Valerie Kemp 
Xavier's good sportsmanship was Sharon Reider 
exemplified by the team's disciplined Mary Reiss 
behavior at the Eastern Illihois · Mary Thompson 
... / . .:" .TJ::-;::: :::::· ::::···:;:\-'·:::::·::::"··::· ·: :: .._ 
STUDIO 
·, Jlj l'i4<i "One of the season's best 
movies has arrived ... 
BIRDS OF A FEATHER' 
is exquisitely funny." 
Dale Stevens. CINCINNATI pa"sr 
solely from srants from the U.S. 
. department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, which paid for equip· 
ment, materials, travel expenses to 
meetinss, and· salaries for his 
assistants. 
His interest in research led him 
outside Xavier to the Netherland In- · 
· stitute of Brain Research in Holland, 
the University of Michigan-and the 
Wooster Institute for Experimental 
Biology in Massachusetts, where he 
worked on various projects: 
Feature 
. Peters stepped down from chair-
manship in 1968, but continued as 
professor of biology with a · full 
teaching load. In 1977, at the ase of 
72, he reduced his classroom time,· 
and by then his research began to 
taper off. This apparent semi-
retirement, however, did not apply 
to his duties as a counselor or to bis 
interactions with the students. 
Today Peters teaches a zoology 
. lab and a senior thesis group, while 
devotins quite a bit of time to 
counselins students who experience 
difficulty in certain areas of their 
education. He is a familiar· sight 
.around campus, especiallY. to those 
"in· the Xavier- cafeteria where he 
befriends students of every major. 
Peters sees Xavier's students as 
bavi.na stroiig motivation toward 
their goals, yet beins very willing to 
accept guidance and advice. 
As a Jesuit, Peters feels he has had 
the time necessary throughout his 
tcachins career to devote to both his 
research and ·students. He believes 
that the fact he is a priest has had 
some effect on those he has. taught, 
JOB HUNTING? 
Our unique Student RHum~ 
program can help you. 
Package Includes: 
• Persona1 conference with a pro-
fessional counselor. 
• Writing and designing of a one-
page resume. 
~ Preparation of a preliminary 
draft for your approval. 
• Typing and offset printing of 50 
copies on choice pf fine 
stationery. 
Put your ''Best" foot forward ... 
.. . Call the professionals 
121-0073 
BEST RESUME' SERVICE 
. Terrace Hilton Arcade 
Suite. 15, 6th and Race Stsi 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 · 
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Test Preparation Specialists 
Since 1938 
For information, Please Call: 
.. as one's background and convic-
tions do come through.•• 
Th,e Jesuit community where he 
resides is .. wonderful," Peters' 
remarked. He values the varying in· 
tercsts and warm feelings of com-
panionship and encouragement 
there, he said. 
Anne Abet• fllloto 
Former 1tudent1 congratulate Fr. Jo .. ph. Peter• at benefit dinner recently held 
In honor of hi• long dedication to X.vler Unlveralty. 
.Xerox 9400 
High speed front 
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Eleven preprogrammed 
financial functions make it 
ideal for stock brokers, 
real estate managers, 
financial analysts .... 
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